Understanding Sexual Impurity
Understanding the Problem
o In the midst of everything that is going on around us, I believe the enemy is using these
emotional moments, situations, crisis’ in an attempt to divert our attention away from
what really matters. I believe he is getting us to focus so much on current events that I fear
we are in danger of taking our eyes off other critical attacks that he is actively waging even
now upon the Church of God.
o Some staggering statistics regarding the pervasiveness of porn.
1993 the internet was made available to the general public. In 1998 there were already
14 million pages of porn. In 2003 that number hiked to 420 million pages of porn
available on the internet. In 2012 it nearly doubles to over 800 million pages. In 2015 it
skyrocketed to over 1.79 billion pages of porn. Today the numbers for 2020 are well
over ____________________ pages of porn available on the internet.
Google reports that for 2020, in the 5.6 billion daily searches for topics across the
spectrum, they averaged 12,600 individual separate searches for pornography every
_______________ of every day. (1 in every 5 searches were for porn related material)
Over _______% of Christian men admit to viewing porn. Over _________% of Christian
women admit to viewing porn.
Upwards of _________% of Pastors and ________% of Youth Pastors admit to
struggling with pornography.
o Fact: this issue is destroying hearts, messing with marriages, fracturing families and
infiltrating the church!
Executing the Solution
o Our approach to this problem must always be 100% ________________! (Psalm 119:9;
John 8:32; 14:26; 8:36) It’s not about 12 steps or 8 principles or even 5 keys to living in
sexual purity. It’s about drawing closer to God.
o Key Thought: Satan knows that if he can impress your thinking, he will _______________
your living. The enemy is after your mind. (2 Corinthians 11:3 compare 10:5)
o 4 Potential Pitfalls (things NOT to say or do):
Don’t tell them to just ____________ it! That’s the equivalent to telling them to stand
on a train track, and by their own strength, willpower, and ability prevent an oncoming
freight train to go any further. You’re placing the emphasis upon their ability (or lack) to
control it.
Don’t tell them to just ________ ______________! You’re still placing the emphasis on
their ability to “control” the problem. This is setting them up for imminent failure. This
is because trying harder usually leads to falling harder.
The key is not in “resisting” or “trying harder” – the key is in _____________________
to God. (James 4:7)
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Don’t fail to address the dominant ___________________ component. Be careful not
to focus all the attention on the presenting problem (the addiction, the porn, the
masturbation, the acting out). Yes, this needs to be addressed. But don’t fail to also
address the core issue of the heart.
Fact: you cannot change the ________________ until you first change the __________.
Don’t put so much emphasis on the spiritual that you fail to address the
____________________ (flesh). When you focus exclusively on the spiritual side of the
battle, it often results in the feeling that something is wrong with me that I keep
struggling with this. Or the belief that God must be failing me.
o “The Hormonal Cocktail of Lust, Pornography and Masturbation”
There are 8 hormones that are simultaneously released upon any form of sexual
arousal. They are Dopamine, Serotonin, Norepinephrine, Enkephalins, Endorphins,
Oxytocin, Vasopressin, DeltaFosB (and in men – Testosterone).
When all 8 hormones (9 in men) are released at the same moment, the affect upon
the human brain is more powerful than __________________. This is what we
become addicted to.
Just like an alcoholic or heroin addict is not addicted to the bottle or the needle (they
are just the instrument by which the drug is administered), so the sex addict is not
addicted to the lust, porn, masturbation, or acting out – he/she is addicted to the
hormonal response.
o “Just as a single footstep will not make a path on the earth, so a single thought will not
make a pathway in the mind. To make a deep physical path, we walk it again and again. To
make a deep mental path, we must think over and over the thoughts that will eventually
dominate our lives.” Henry David Thoreau
o Satan is after your mind. He knows that what you ___________ will become what you
______. This is why you must learn to take captive EVERY thought (2 Corinthians 10:5). This
is why you must set your mind on godly things (Colossians 3:2). You are to be transformed,
but that only happens as you renew your mind (Romans 12:2).
o The main reason why we fail in our battle for purity is because we haven’t addressed the
core issue of the _______________.
“Above all else, guard your heart, for everything you do flows from it.” (Proverbs 4:23)
In other words, NOTHING is more important than guarding your heart (“heart” refers to
the place where thinking and decision-making occurs: my Mind).
o The best way to guard your heart is to fill your mind with God’s Word. (John 17:17; Psalm
19:7; Hebrews 4:12; Psalm 119; 2 Timothy 3:16-17
o Note: To instantly identify the lies of the enemy, become ___________________ familiar
with the real thing – the God of the Word through the Word of God.
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o We need to understand that the problem we are struggling with is NOT lust, porn,
masturbation, adultery, sexual impurity. Those are the by-product of the real problem. The
real problem we all struggle with is a ___________________ disorder. Who is sitting on the
throne of my heart?
I do what I do, because in my heart I want what I want. So, this bears repeating here – you
cannot truly change your behavior without first genuinely changing your heart.
o When King Me is sitting on the throne of my heart, 3 things happen simultaneously.
I will always worship ___________ _______. Everything I think, say, and do will all be
for the benefit of self.
I will expect _________ to worship King Me. (James 4:1-2)
I will expect _________ to worship King Me.
o “What benefit did you reap at that time from the things you are now ashamed of?”
(Romans 6:21)
In other words, what is the fruit (the end result) of your sinful choice?
o “No one can serve two masters, for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he
will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both.” (Matthew 6:24)
King Me <------------------

--------------------> God

o “Where you have selfish ambition, there you find disorder and every __________ practice.”
(James 3:16)
Are you God? When you are choosing King Me, you are choosing to worship a
___________ god, and that is ___________________.
The primary reason you are struggling so much is because you’ve been worshiping the
wrong God. This is why it is so vital that you _____________ daily to deny yourself, die
to yourself, dethrone King Me, and fully yield yourself to the Lordship and leadership of
God in every part of your life, every moment of the day.
Only two choices can there be, pleasing ____________ or pleasing __________. Which are you
choosing?
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Thank you for the privilege of sharing God’s Word with you today. I pray that its impact in your life
will be far reaching!
Because of Christ,

Steve Etner
Author, Speaker, Purity Coach
The Pure Man Ministry - 30440 Quail Pointe Drive - Granger IN 46530 / 574.360.1141
Our Online Ministry
www.thepuritycoach.com (our ministry website chocked full of great resources and helps)
www.facebook.com/manofpurity (posts on purity & godliness)
PODCAST: “The Point of Purity Podcast” – a weekly podcast available on your favorite podcast
player or at www.ThePurityCoach.com/podcasts.
Books Written by Steve (available here at the conference and on Amazon.com)
“Extreme Mind Makeover: How to Transform Sinful Habits” (learn how to change your thinking)
“The Pure Man’s Devotional Guide: A Biblical Toolbox for Purity” (a 5-week devotional on purity)
“Are You A Super Man? How to Become God’s Man of Steel” (a great men’s small group Bible
study)
“Removing the ‘I’ from LIFE: The Dethroning of King ME” (a great men’s small group Bible study)
“Overcoming Temptation: 4 Steps to Spiritual Victory” (discover how to be free from the power of
temptation)
FREE APP - “My Purity Coach” App

www.thepuritycoach.com/my-purity-coach-APP.html

PLEASE STAND WITH US ON THE FRONT LINES
If you share our desire to see men walk in integrity and live in purity - we invite you to
join our team of ministry partners today!
It is only through the financial gifts of individuals, couples, churches and businesses
that we are able to continue to pour into men's hearts, investing in their lives, their
marriages, their homes and even their churches - training them from God's Word how
they can live free from addiction to porn, lust and masturbation. We are completely
donor supported.
Without compromise The Purity Coach shows men how to have a continuous
relationship with Jesus that is real and personal. To that end we need financial
assistance from partners like you who are committed to providing hope and helping
men win their personal battles. We thank you for joining us as we impact our world by
equipping and training men how to live in purity, godliness and integrity.
Your gifts to this ministry are deeply appreciated - and are tax deductible!
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